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Shivaji against his enemies, no such result would have been
possible. These hundred men, so brought up and disciplined,
inspired the nation with a new hope and a new courage which
helped them to feel unabated confidence in their powers of resist-
ance, and in the ultimate success of their efforts to turn back the
tide which threatened to overwhelm. It is on this account that we
have deemed it necessary to devote an entire chapter to sketch
the careers of the more notable leaders, the memories of whose
deeds inspired their successors to follow in their footsteps. Shivaji
by his great personality filled the rank and file of his followers
with his own spirit, and this was the mission of his life. His terri-
tories and his treasures passed away from the feeble hands of his
son, but the spirit he had inspired in his men remained untamed
by reverses, and only gathered new strength, as the odds against
them increased. Before a much smaller army, led by Jayasing and
Dilerkha, Shivaji found it politic to tender his submission and go
to Delhi. His successors had to face the whole brunt of the Moghul
forces led by the Emperor in person, and though they had to
iretreat to the south, they offered no submission, but returned home
victorious, and soon claimed back their own with interest.
This sketch of the fellow-workers of Shivaji in the task of
national liberation would be incomplete without a brief notice
of the holy men of peace, who about this time flourished in the
country, and were the chief advisers of the civil and military com-
manders. The Chitnis's Bakhar makes mention of a number of these
great teachers, chief among whom were the Moryadev of Chinch-
wad, Rangnath Swami of Nigadi, Vithalrao of Bedar, Vanaan Joshi
of Shingata, Nimbaji Bawa of Dahitane, Bodhle Bawa of Dhaman-
gaon, Jayaram Swami of Wadgaon, Keshav Swami of Hyderabad,
Paramanand Bawa of Poladpur, Achalpuri of Sangameshvar and
Mani Bawa of Padgaon. The most celebrated, however, of these
spiritual teachers were Tukaram Bawa of Dehu and Ramdas
Swami of Chafal. Ramdas became Shivaji's spiritual guide and
his chief adviser even in secular matters. The influence of these
religious teachers will be more fully noticed in a separate chapter.
It will be sufficient here to state that by the influence of Ramdas
and Tukaram the national sentiment was kept up at a higher
level of spirituality and devotion to public affairs than it would
otherwise have attained. In token of the work of liberation being
carried on, not for personal aggrandisement but for higher pur-
poses of service to God and man, the national standard received, at
the suggestion of Ramdas, its favourite ornage colour,
which was and is the colour of the clothes worn by anchorities
and devotees. The old forms of salutation were dispensed with as

